
16 Common Ways 
Venture Capitalists 
Say “No” to Early 

Stage Venture 
Founders  1

VCs are highly skilled at signaling “no” by NOT SAYING “No” whenever they don’t 
intend to invest. This is a feature and not a bug of being a VC – they are not going to 
fix this. Why? 

One way VCs win is by keeping all new options open as long as possible, as it’s 
anyone’s guess what early stage venture might become a high-multiple opportunity. 

Too many early stage founders misread VC signals as positive interactions. Worse is 
when founders pause their fundraising energies and stop searching for better fit VCs 
because of ambiguous VC signals.  There’s never a real chance of VC investment in 
any round when you get fuzzy interest signals and no clear deadlines. Nope. 

Below are 16 common ways VCs (and most investors) “say” no, without saying “No”, 
from the most to least obvious. I’ve heard all these before and worse in my 
fundraising career. I’m sure there are many more out there, so please share! 

Tip: Whenever you meet a VC who gives you a direct “No”, admire and respect them 
for not wasting your time and note them down – after you evolve into an asset of 
interest go back to them, as they’re worthy of it.  All other VCs have much more to 
prove to you after their insidious and subtle deflections in place of a clear “No”. 

Please don’t wait on any VC – move on and keep going until you find one chasing 
you!   

They are out there. Giddyup! 

 (excerpted & revised from Robbie Allen’s original July, 20th 2017 article in Hacker News)1
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Don’t Make Me Say It! 
The #1 No a VC says:  
“  …   …   …   …   …   …   …   …   …   … “    (i.e. crickets, no response) 

Translation: I’m not going to engage in a conversation about how bad of a fit you are 
for our firm. Maybe I’ll develop a reputation has a hard-to-contact VC that only 
responds to the top entrepreneurs. 

Comment: This response can happen at ANY TIME in the relationship. Instead of 
being forthcoming about our going cold, your lack of fit, or whatever, it’s easier for us 
not to respond to you. Yes, they are getting your emails – no, your emails aren’t in 
their SPAM folder!  Yes, you fear it’s what happened to your emails, because 
otherwise they would have replied back to you by now, right?  Nope. Move on. 

#2. VC says (after s/he realizes you aren’t going away and relents):  
“I took a quick look and you don’t seem to be a fit.” 

Translation: I give up. You really aren’t going away, so I have to give you some sort of 
reply. Happy now?! 

Comment: See, your emails really didn’t get sent to their SPAM folder did they? At 
least you made them capitulate into giving you a firm NO. Now mark them off your 
list.  The softer version of this no is their handing you off to a junior associate (see #13 
below). 

#3 VC says:  
“We are geographically focused and don’t make investments in (your 2nd 
or 3rd Tier City).” 

Translation: Does this founder really think I’m getting on a plane once a quarter to 
visit (YourCity)? They don’t have a direct flight and my Cessna wouldn’t make it unless 
I refueled along the way! 

Comment: A less common but still handy response to founders based outside of 
main VC hubs (i.e. Silicon Valley, NYC, etc). If their firm has invested previously in your 
location, then give them another reason to have a productive trip there; but if they 
haven’t, it’s an uphill battle to convince them to visit.  Move on, they have. 

It’s Just Bad Timing 
#4. VC says:  
“Thanks, but this isn’t a fit for us right now. Let’s keep in touch.” 
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Translation: You aren’t a fit right now, nor likely to be in the future – let’s NOT keep in 
touch. Oh wait, unless you become a potential under-valued unicorn, THEN let’s 
DEFINITELY keep in touch. 

Comment: This is a soft no and they’re happy if you think, “AHA, they still want me, but 
later!” There are a few, rare VCs who say this and actually mean it and who do invest 
later, but there’s no ticket for you right now.  Move on and come back later if you still 
want them in the next round. 

#5. VC says:  
"You are a little early for us. Keep us in mind for the next round.” 

Translation: Whatever early stage you’re at isn’t really the reason I’m not doing your 
deal, as I do deals with ventures younger than you all the time.  Ouch. 

Comment: Slightly different than the above traditional no, as VCs have used this line 
forever. It’s a bit more irksome now, as most everyone these days is doing earlier and 
earlier stage deals in their portfolio; unfortunately, they just don’t want to do yours. 
Move on. 

#6. VC says:  
“We’d like to wait six months to see more progress.” 

Translation: I really don’t believe you’ll make real progress on any of your hockey-
stick, overly optimistic estimates and honestly don’t expect to see you in six months. 

Comment: This is one of many asymmetrical value play nos from VCs, if you’re 
around in six months then they’ve de-risked you, as you’ve survived a cash-zero 
position and are likely more plucky and innovative then they ever thought you could 
be upon first impression. You’ll likely not need these type VC’s money when they’re 
finally willing to serve it to you. Move on, unless you’re living in your parents’ 
basement and everyone on your team has another day job. 

#7. VC says:  
“We’d love to get in on this!… as soon as you find a lead investor.” 

Translation: We don’t really believe in your idea and/or your ability to execute it. 
However, if you do get a big brand VC to put some money in we’ll be happy to follow 
them so it gives our mostly unknown VC firm more visibility and cache. 

Comment: As above, this asymmetrical value play is popular with small-time and 
niche VCs, and it’s especially insidious because it sound’s like a conditional YES.  
Now if you could just find a lead, the rest of the round would be done!   
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Don’t count these VCs as soft circled and pop the Prosecco – you’re not really 
making progress. Unless they’ve a Partner actually energetically working with you on 
portfolio fit, ticket size and timing you’re actually farther away from closing your 
round than you think. 

Keep going. 

It’s Not You, It’s Us 
#8. VC says:  
“We’re really interested and we want to do the deal, we just need to wait to 
hear from partner X who is currently out of town.” 

Translation: We’re about to fund (or already have) one of your competitors, and we 
want to string you along as long as possible in hopes we can slow you from being an 
immediate threat to our baby. 

Comment: Maybe it’s true, maybe the missing partner is truly the x factor on your 
making your deal happen and she’s completely out of range by any communication 
method… on Jupiter? 

Rate this no by the VCs collective energy and physical progress on your deal 
paperwork, or lack thereof: are their partners still excited with you, do unsolicited 
partner emails still come at you, did their term sheet show up and/or did they ask for 
your attorney’s review? And etc.  

And don’t worry if not, it wasn’t ever a “yes” unless they were threatening to wire 
funds. (And even then you should probably wait for the wire to clear just to be sure.) 

#9. VC says:  
“We are near the end of our fund and aren’t making new investments.” 

Translation: We are soft raising money for our next fund – know any LPs that would 
like to invest? 

Comment: If real this No is truly about them: every going concern VC firm raises a 
new fund whenever they are at the end of their old one. Successful VCs can do this 
without slowing down on new investments, but it’s not always the case with niche 
VCs and boutique firms. 

If they’re a small VC, they’re unlikely to have any powder at the ready for you within 
your window of need.  Best to leave them for a later round and move on. 
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#10. VC says:  
“We love your company, but we can’t make new investments until we close 
our next fund. Can you give us three months?" 

Translation: I like you and don’t want you to rule us out, but we need more time – we 
are just as desperate as you are to raise money.  Do you know any LPs that would 
like to invest in our fund? 

Comment: This is a more advanced disclosure of the above response, but it’s still a 
structural no. As above, for small or young VC firms it’s likely going to be way longer 
than three months for them to get any fund capital called up and running to place 
any investment funds with you. 

In this honest scenario turn the tables and ask them why you should wait for them. 

Oily Nos 

#11. VC says:  
“Sounds interesting, but I’m really busy right now. Can we meet in four 
weeks?” 

Translation: Yeah, I’m very busy, but let’s see if you’re willing to wait several weeks – 
then either you’re damaged goods or desperate. Either I can leverage a good 
discount out of you, or blow you off later. 

Comment: Again, there are those folks who are sincerely busy and need weeks of 
time to catch up on very timely, fleeting investment opportunities. And these people 
are bank employees, not VCs. Accomplished VCs and serial entrepreneurs know 
venture fundraising is pure opportunism, timing and built on increasing speed and 
momentum – not slowing it down. 

When you do get VC delay tactics coming your way, pause and see if you can figure 
out what they’re likely revealing about the VC: 

1. A near incompetent time/resource manager 
2. Not interested in your deal, or  
3. Time-leveraging you on something. 

None of these are in your favor. 

#12. VC says:  
“One of our partners/associates left recently so we are shorthanded.” 

Translation: I’m going to use a fact about our firm (someone left) as an excuse for 
why I don’t want to spend time with you on your deal. 
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Comment: As above – priority deals are never turned away.  And right now you’re not 
our priority. 

There is always someone coming and going at VC firms, but this one’s a greasy out 
unless you’re talking with a much smaller firm, where someone’s absence is highly 
likely to bury a VC partner. 

HOWEVER: If the VC Partner tells you both, (#11) “I’m very busy, can we meet again in 
four weeks – (and #12) I’ve just lost my senior associate and am swamped.” then ask 
how much of an allocation they’d like for you to hold for them and adjust accordingly. 

And keep prospecting – there’s no guarantees they’ll catch up and have it all even-
keeled in four weeks. 

It’s Not Us, It’s You 
#13. VC says:  
“Let me introduce you to my associate Hayden…” 

Translation: This is the fifth pawn-off to Hayden today. We warned him our associate 
hazing period would be intense. 

Comment: You can get into any VC shop through scouts and associates, but if you’re 
a real deal you’ll get a partner assigned asap. If you START with a partner (e.g. 
through a personal referral, or family friend) and get pawned off to an associate, it’s a 
No.  

Real VC partners put the time in to champion and refine real venture deals, 
otherwise you’re just pipeline dressing and somebody else’s volume metric. You’re 
not getting closer if you’re kept on the back-burner. Maybe remain on good terms 
with the associate, then ask them for a referral to partners at their previous/next firm. 

#14. VC says:  
“Let me talk to my partners and get back to you." 

Translation: I don’t want tell you you’re no longer worth my time, so I’m going to 
blame my partners. 

Comment: This can occasionally be a positive, but you’ve got to judge context based 
on their energy and pacing of how well they advocate and make progress for you.  

Every VC Partner of contact must be your biggest deal champion AND capable of 
convincing all other internal (and external) investing partners, not leaving it up to 
them. 

More often this is a “soft” no delivered with a Partner’s declining energy, less 
contextual excitement and fuzziness about anything next coming your way. 
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#15. VC says:  
“Your valuation expectations are too high for us.” 

Translation: I’m going take a flyer to see if I can get a discount out of you. 

Comment: Blaming it on valuation is an easy way for an investor to back out of a deal 
when when founders likely won’t negotiate. It’s essentially like saying “I want you, but 
you are too rich for us.” In some cases, this is how the negotiation begins for a term-
sheet.  

This could be a maybe. If the price is right. 

No, Run! 
#16. VC says:  
“We would be interested in a round where we invest in tranches.” 

Translation: Our hubris demands we act like we’re your most valuable option, so 
we’re going to squeeze you to de-risk our investment, grab a big discount and 
pretend to be smart and generous with our “try-before-we-buy” approach. 

Comment: This is your turn for a definite No. Investors demanding tranches only ever 
makes sense in later stage companies with highly predictable performance 
milestones, or academic settings with play money.  This is the worst venture investor 
theory to ever infect early stage ventures, preferred by infantile “VCs” believing 
entrepreneurs are their playthings vs worthy self-agency innovators creating societal 
value from 0 to 1. 

True VCs are in the business of eating venture risks for breakfast.  They bet on 
founder’s vision and their own competency of underwriting it fully-loaded. Every 
venture deal is full of complexity and uncertainty risks – supporting and weathering 
all coming ups and downs from their operators is exactly the VC’s job. Real VCs seek 
out venture deals in the most unpredictable economic environments and markets 
and bet on the most creative people around to capture multiples of value from 
those dynamic conditions – and they love it. 

Move on quickly from these tranche bozos and consider yourself lucky. 

What does a VC “Yes” sound like? 
For all first-time VC relationships their “Yes” always sounds the same – cash hitting 
your bank account. 

For all known VC relationships, you already know it. Keep them saying it. 
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SWP’s Fundraising Principles for Founders 
In today’s even faster-paced world we meet many VCs that are explicit and up-front 
about their interests.  

They are honest, have integrity and say what they mean they’re going to do. And 
even so these are table stakes for good relationships, it doesn’t mean circumstances 
can’t change in a moment (hello SVB!). 

Keep all options and efforts going on all your fundraising fronts until money needed 
and expected is in multiple banks and brokerage accounts (hello again, SVB!). 

1. Treat every Yes said by any investor as a “Yes, but Not Yet”, until money is in your 
bank/brokerage accounts. 

2. Any investor Nos can be progressive milestones towards an eventual Yes, but 
only when we fully embrace their No’s to discover all idiosyncratic assumptions 
behind them. Investor Nos are very valuable for upgrading pitch and venture 
value design so Investors can recognize the value they’re most looking to see 
in us. In this way, every investor No gets us closer to our ultimate, most valued 
“Yes”. 

3. We expect some investors to give us Nos we can’t and don’t want to convert 
into a Yes. There are as many types of undesirable investors as there are 
undesirable investments due to many factors. Seek mutual alignment in value 
creation and value capture with our investors so high-multiple collaboration 
becomes inevitable. 

4. Creating accelerated, positive momentum is the sole purpose of securing 
venture capital.  We must become “their best deal in the right time, right now”.  
VCs will rarely say “Yes” and mean it without real urgency and FOMO context. 

5. Overcoming a legitimate No by revealing better value creation potential is the 
ultimate win. It is also a learnable skill any founder can master – there’s always 
more to learn regarding stakeholder value creation that adds up into higher ROI 
value capture.  The more explanatory Nos we get, the more we learn and 
increase our greater likelihood of creating value for all stakeholders and getting 
paid for it.  We know the most profitable business model is greater value 
creation for more stakeholders always drives greater value multiples on our 
balance sheets.  Leading others to recognize these many diverse value drivers 
means there are many inevitable Yes’s waiting for us up ahead. 
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